How the Dynamics of a Supramolecular Polymer Determines Its Dynamic Adaptivity and Stimuli-Responsiveness: Structure-Dynamics-Property Relationships From Coarse-Grained Simulations.
The rational design of supramolecular polymers that can adapt or respond in time to specific stimuli in a controlled way is interesting for many applications, but this requires understanding the molecular factors that make the material faster or slower in responding to the stimulus. To this end, it is necessary to study the dynamic adaptive properties at submolecular resolution, which is difficult at an experimental level. Here we show coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations (<5 Å resolution) demonstrating how the dynamic adaptivity and stimuli responsiveness of a supramolecular polymer is controlled by the intrinsic dynamics of the assembly, which is in turn determined by the structure of the monomers. As a representative case, we focus on a water-soluble 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxamide (BTA) supramolecular polymer incorporating (charged) receptor monomers, experimentally seen to undergo dynamic clustering following the superselective binding to a multivalent recruiter. Our simulations show that the dynamic reorganization of the supramolecular structure proceeds via monomer diffusion on the dynamic fiber surface (exchange within the fiber). Rationally changing the structure of the monomers to make the fiber surface more or less dynamic allows tuning the rate of response to the stimulus and of supramolecular reconfiguration. Simple in silico experiments draw a structure-dynamics-property relationship revealing the key factors underpinning the dynamic adaptivity and stimuli-responsiveness of these supramolecular polymers. We come out with clear evidence that to master the bioinspired properties of these fibers, it is necessary to control their intrinsic dynamics, while the high-resolution of our molecular models permits us to show how.